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Chenaran Dairy Products Company started operating in 1366 in a land 
area of 17,000 square meters with the efforts of Haj Seyed Hossein 
Mirhosseini Mousavi with the aim of employing the youth of Iran and 
producing quality products. He, who was one of the pioneers of paste 
and compote industry in Iran and Khorasan, after setting up an 
agricultural and industrial complex with an area of 500 thousand square 
meters, as well as creating animal husbandry and fresh milk production 
centers, in 1366 Chenaran Dairy Products Company with the slogan 
from the farm To the house and with the approach of completing the 
chain of agriculture, animal husbandry and dairy production.
At the beginning of the work, the approach and goal of the company was 
only to meet the needs of the market, therefore, the main focus of the 
company was on improving the quality and approaching the global 
standards of cheese pizza, and it only marketed its products under the 
Chanaran brand. After that, with the expansion of the number of pizza 
cheese producing brands and the increase of competition among the 
pizza cheese producing partners, Chenaran dairy products collection in 
line with expanding the market and increasing the share of its 
collection, decided to introduce Shark Pizza cheese brand to the market 
in 2007. After that, we had the honor to launch the Nakissa brand in 2009 
and the Khavaran brand in 2018. But today, after 35 years of continuous 
efforts, Chenaran pizza cheese with four brands and 6 grades has been 
able to successfully Respond to the needs of all customers. Also, we 
were able to be among the few producers of real mozzarella cheese in 
Iran by launching a separate mozzarella cheese production line. Now 
that we have reached our initial goals with the grace of God and the 
efforts of the managers, officials and employees of Chenaran Company, 
we decided to expand our vision and goal and step into the international 
arena and think about meeting the needs of other countries. We were 
established in 1400 with the aim of completing the product portfolio in 
other product groups as well as distributing products and meeting the 
needs of domestic and foreign markets. Currently, this company has 
three branches and more than one hundred active representatives in 
the domestic market, as well as exporting manufactured products to 
different countries and providing employment for more than 250 people 
directly.
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Golden mozzarella cheese

 Specification
Gold cheese, A double plus, low fat
Moisture 50%, buttery taste
Melting time 6 to 7 minutes
Suitable for all types of pizza and combination with 
other high-fat cheeses
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Grade
 A++
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 Specification
Grade A, high fat, moisture 48%, creamy taste
Melting time is 6 to 7 minutes
Golden flower color, ex cellent elasticity
B asic cheese for mixing with other cheeses
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Venetian cheese (special)
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Consumer Grade

Grade A



Consumer Grade

Grade B
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 Specification
Grade B, m edium processed cheese, fat
50% moistur e, buttery taste
M elting tim e is 6 to 7 minutes
Golden color, good elasticity
Single-bak ed cheese
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Medium cheese
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 Specification
Medium fat, 50% moisture
Grade C
Melting time is 6 to 7 minutes
Creamy taste, golden color, medium elasticity
The ability to combine with other cheeses at a reasonable 
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Danish cheese
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Sheet cheese topping (colored, white)�����
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Products



 Specification
Medium fat
52 % m oistur e, buttery taste
The melting time is 6 to 7 minutes, the color is golden
Medium elasticity, can be combined with other cheeses
Special for snacks and sandwiches
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KHAVARAN cheese
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 Specification
 medium fat
52% moisture, buttery taste
The melting time is 6 to 7 minutes, the color is golden.
Medium elasticity, suitable for mixing with other cheeses
Specially for snacks and sandwiches with economical price
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khavaran economic cheese
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Sheet cheese topping (colored, white)
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 Specification
Grade A, high fat, moisture 48%, creamy taste
Melting time is 6 to 7 minutes
Golden flower color, ex cellent elasticity
Basic cheese for mixing with other cheeses
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A

Basic cheese for mixing with other cheeses
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 Specification
Grade B, medium processed cheese, fat
50% moisture, buttery taste
Melting time is 6 to 7 minutes
Golden color, good elasticity
Single-baked cheese
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Grade
B

Single-baked cheese
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 Specification
Medium fat, 50% moisture
Grade C
Melting time is 6 to 7 minutes
Creamy taste, golden color, medium elasticity
The ability to combine with other cheeses at a reasonable 
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C

Shark topping cheese
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Sheet cheese topping (colored, white)
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 Specification
H igh melting, suitable for protein producers
White cheese: melting point 120 C
Yellow cheese (Cheeseburger): with a melting point of 120 C
Krakoff cheese (cocktail): has a melting point of 80 C
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Blocked cheese topping (colored, white)
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Blocked cheese topping (colored, white)



Chenaran

Tell: 09151170890 


